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KILLING (FOR) POLITICS 

Jihad, Martyrdom, and Political Action 

ROXANNE L. EUBEN 
Wellesley College 

A NOTE ON SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 

This essay originated as a talk for a panel on mortality and politics at the 
Western Political Science Association meetings in March 2000, and was 
completed well before the destruction of the World Trade Center this year. 
The events that killed thousands and shattered many Americans' sense of 
security and normalcy may in one sense defy understanding. Among other 
things, it has literally brought home the staggeringly trivial accidents that 
divide who lives from who dies-a late train, a cancelled appointment, a last 
minute change in travel dates. This forces upon us, I think, an acute sense of 
the sheer fragility of human life and institutions, an awareness with which so 
many others around the world have long had to live. Such awareness can be 
paralyzing. Yet just as ancient Greek tragedies often disclose the connection 
between crisis, suffering, and wisdom, the pain of recent events may sharpen 
the need to know even as it brings alive the finitude of the human capacity to 
understand. Even as this is written, new facts come to light about those 
responsible for the hijackings and the grievances that drove them to kill so 
efficiently and indiscriminately. The rhetoric of "evil madmen" heard from 
so many quarters, while tempting, advances neither understanding of such 
horror nor, for that matter, the capacity to combat or prevent it. The pursuit of 
understanding-as distinguished from empathy-becomes imperative under 
these circumstances but it must, it seems to me, be characterized by caution, 
critical skepticism, keen self-examination, and unusually careful distinc- 
tions: between Islamic fundamentalist arguments about what Islam "really 
is" and all Muslims, between the rich diversity of meanings of jihad in 
Islamic history and the practices-some but not all appalling-pursued in its 
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name, and between states sheltering mujahidin and the ordinary citizens who 
suffer in reprisals. The following essay, limited by the moment in which it 
was written and by its specific purposes, is not an attempt to explain recent 
events, although I hope it may contribute to reflections upon them. Neither 
apologia nor indictment, it is simply an effort to sort out some of the fears and 
distortions swirling around the meaning ofjihad and engage the arguments of 
those-both beyond and within "the West"-who see death and killing as a 
legitimate and necessary part of the remaking of politics. 

I 

In Political Theory for Mortals, John Seery argues that modem and con- 
temporary political theorists have largely averted their eyes from the fact of 
death and thus have neglected the political implications of human mortality 
and the finitude it entails.1 The resounding silence about the relationship 
between death and politics, Seery suggests, simultaneously reflects and rein- 
forces a larger tendency within American culture-and the liberalism largely 
underlying it-to privatize the meanings and rituals surrounding death, to 
cordon it off, as it were, from the public realm. Given the fact that American 
and European newspapers are almost daily filled with references-often 
accompanied by a rising note of hysteria-to jihad/j I the Arabic word 
commonly (if misleadingly) translated as holy war,2 this observation points 
to an unfortunate gap between scholarly reflections on the premises of poli- 
tics and the proliferation of rhetorical gestures and practices in which death, 
martyrdom, and the remaking of politics are uneasily but decisively con- 
joined. Whether it results in the death of others or the martyrdom of a mujahid 
(fighter ofjihad) prosecuting a deterritorialized war against foreign domina- 
tion, as in the bombing of the World Trade Center, or fighting authoritarian 
and 'ungodly' national elites, as in Egypt and Algeria, jihad widely repre- 
sents the most familiar and terrifying example of how action can be linked, 
literally, to death. Evident in such representation is an unwitting collusion 
between those who increasingly claim to act in the name of jihad despite a 
radical diversity of contexts and causes and those who discern a creeping 
jihad in all things Islamic or fanatic (often considered synonymous). One 
consequence is that jihad, as a term and a practice, has become part of com- 
mon parlance in the "Western world,"3 so fully integrated into the English 
lexicon that within months of each other a New York Times Magazine cover 
story on Pakistan anatomized the inside of "Jihad University" while an article 
in Forbes documented the "digital jihad" of a rogue computer hacker.4 
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This familiarity, even preoccupation, with the phenomenon of jihad 
would seem to provide a unique opportunity to take up the challenge to con- 
sider seriously the implications of death for politics and, in so doing, hold a 
mirror up to the collective avoidance Seery details. Yet this opportunity goes 
almost entirely unnoticed, in large part because, in the contexts in which 
those observers located within the so-called West most often encounter it, 
jihad is (with one notable exception) abstracted from the ethico-political con- 
texts through which it is defined and made to signify a more general irruption 
of the irrational, archaic, and pathological.5 This is true of scholarly treat- 
ments as well as more popular accounts. A case in point is Benjamin Barber's 
Jihad vs. McWorld, which contains perhaps the best known discussion of 
jihad by a Western political theorist. In it, Barber posits jihad as one part of a 
mutually constitutive dialectic between particularism and globalization. No 
fan of globalization and the march of international capitalism it in part signi- 
fies, Barber nevertheless transformsjihad into a kind of shorthand for the ata- 
vistic politics of retribalization, balkanization, fanaticism, and tyrannical 
paternalism-a largely pathological orientation associated with violence, 
intolerance, and little respect for human life.6 On one hand, Barber intends to 
use jihad in a generalized way, to signify a range of rabid practices evident 
equally in Western and non-Western settings. Yet on the other hand, its evoca- 
tive power ultimately rests in Islam-the locus of the "essential jihad"- 
which is, he concludes despite caveats, "relatively inhospitable to democracy 
and that inhospitality in turn nurtures conditions favorable to parochialism, 
antimodernism, exclusiveness, and hostility to 'others'-the characteristics 
that constitutes what I have called jihad."7 Thus, it is Islamic holy war that 
Barber mines as a fruitful metaphor for political pathologies rather than, say, 
the equally evocative language of the Christian crusades: 

[Jihad] betokens religious struggle on behalf of faith, a kind of Islamic zeal. In its stron- 
gest political manifestation, it means bloody holy war on behalf of partisan identity that 
is metaphysically defined and fanatically defended. Thus, while for many Muslims it 
may signify only ardor in the name of a religion that can properly be regarded as univer- 
salizing (if not quite ecumenical), I borrow its meaning from those militants who make 
the slaughter of the "other" a higher duty. I use the term in its militant construction to sug- 
gest dogmatic and violent particularism of a kind known to Christians no less than Mus- 
lims, to Germans and Hindis as well as to Arabs.8 

Social scientific attempts to explain the phenomenon of killing and dying 
for politics, such as those generated by rational choice theories, fare no better 
despite (or because of) explicit attempts to render even the most intuitively 
nonrational action as rational behavior properly understood.9 Martyrdom is 
frequently invoked in rational actor literature because it is the outlier case par 
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excellence: given the ambitions of rational actor theory to explain all behav- 
ior, it must be able to render intelligible the phenomenon of political suicide, 
the literal end of an actor and of her very capacity for agency.?1 The austere 
formalism of what could be called pure revealed preference theory concludes 
that given certain basic psychological assumptions, martyrs have a revealed 
preference for martyrdom." Rational choice analyses that reach beyond this 
tautology explain martyrdom by ascribing needs and benefits that fit the logic 
of instrumental rationality. It may be that those who advocate or undertake 
martyrdom explicitly oppose it to considerations of self-interest or individual 
well-being.12 But if rational behavior is defined in terms of acting to achieve a 
desired end, and if fundamentalists conceive of martyrdom as the price of sal- 
vation, even self-sacrifice can be construed as an expression of rational, 
self-interested behavior. 

This is arguably an improvement over explanations proffered by, for 
example, modernization theory and structural-functionalist models, in which 
the kind of behavior associated withjihad is portrayed as a by-product of and 
an atavistic reaction against modernity, a pathological reflex of the body poli- 
tic against the march of rationalization. Yet rational actor explanations of 
martyrdom can cohere only by abstracting such behavior from the 
ethico-political context in terms of which the actors themselves understand 
it; the only relevant information are those aspects of the martyr's so-called 
character that render dying for politics susceptible to a means/ends calculus. 
As Paul Diesing rightly notes, "Salvation is a definite end, so it can have 
means and a technique of achievement; but it is not alternative to any other 
end. It is priceless. The technical question, 'What must I do to be saved?' 
makes sense and can be answered; but the economic question 'How much is 
salvation worth to you?' does not.""3 In requiring that religious action be ame- 
nable to market logic, such explanations thus effect what might be called the 
functionalization of faith: the portrayal of religiosity as an instrument to 
some end external to it, without regard for the intrinsic appeal of religious 
ideas-what Bruce Lawrence refers to as the "autonomous nature of the reli- 
gious impulse"-or for the ways in which meaning and function determine 
each other. 4 This has occasionally resulted in unintentional absurdities, such 
as one study that explained religious commitments in terms of an "afterlife 
consumption motive."'5 

These misunderstandings ofjihad are overdetermined. Explanatory mod- 
els such as rational actor theory are but the newest expression of scientism, 
the presumption that the natural or 'hard' sciences provide a model appropri- 
ate for the acquisition of all knowledge. This presumption is informed by a 
set of oppositions between science and religion, rational and irrational, mod- 
ern and premoder in terms of which messy and multiple histories are pressed 
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into a dominant narrative about the emergence of a moder West; it thus coheres 
by erasing counter-narratives and challenges within, without, and along the 
very borders of 'the West.' Such a narrative organizes the past in terms of the 
present, demarcates cultural and temporal borders, and defines cultural and 
religious Others by way of gradations of distance from an idealized Self. 
Inasmuch as rational actor theory universalizes experiences and assumptions 
derived from this dominant history, it tends to assimilate and disfigure those 
religious practices, both within and beyond the so-called West, it aims to 
explain. Similarly Jihad vs. McWorld reifies and dehistoricizesjihad, erasing 
the contradictions and ambivalences that have characterized its complex his- 
tory, effacing the changing understandings of political action that history in 
part reveals. Such (mis)readings illuminate how it happens that, in Seery's 
words, "most of us Westerners view non-Western cases of political suicide as 
culturally pathological, and we generally lump together 'terrorists,' guerilla 
fighters, sati, and satyagraha as crazed fanatics. Joyous Day of the Dead cel- 
ebrations we dismiss as dark-skinned exotica."16 

The repetitive invocation of the terrors of jihad by pundits, journalists, 
politicians, and scholars alike is, however, as much about projection as preju- 
dice. Emptied of specific content, in the end jihad comes to say much more 
about the shoring up of an idealized Western public sphere in which reasoned 
arguments and nonviolent practices largely prevail as much as they describe 
what jihad "really is." In short, such fortifications mobilize cultural unease 
about an Islamic Other to guard against the violence, death, and religious fer- 
vor implicated in the invention, history, and continued existence of political 
worlds closer to home. Through these complex deployments, jihad is thus 
rendered the repository of contemporary anxieties about death, the irrational, 
religious, and the bloody-minded in what has been defined as moder politi- 
cal life, a projection of old ambivalences in Western thought and new fears 
about the prevalence of such practices and rhetoric within the boundaries that 
demarcate the West-whether it is the bombing of the abortion clinics and the 
killing of doctors, the stockpiling of weapons by right-wing militias, or the 
resurgence of 'ethnic cleansing' and anti-immigrant violence in post-cold 
war Europe. As Foucault would point out, such constructions ofjihad are not 
merely repressive but productive. Positingjihad as the catchall counterpart to 
and pathological side-effect of globalism or as the perfect outlier case for 
rational choice proponents does not illuminate much about jihad or what 
analysis of it might offer an investigation into the implications of death for 
politics. It does, however, underscore Seery's observation about the evasions 
and neglect that characterize much of Western scholarship when it comes to 
matters of death, and further makes visible the psycho-cultural 'work' such 
evasions perform and subsequently conceal. Paradoxically, perhaps, jihad is 
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yet another occasion to evade the interplay of mortality and politics because it 
operates as a category through which many students of politics within the 
so-called West mystify or displace, rather than confront, the politics of death. 

By contrast, in the following pages I want to argue that, properly 
contextualized, jihad is a particularly illuminating way to investigate the 
implications of mortality and death for politics. It is illuminating, of course, 
given the high visibility of those who engage in it, those who report on it, and 
those who misunderstand it; that is, it is a particularly reflective mirror in 
which to view 'our' own anxieties on the subject. Yet I want to argue that in 
the hands of contemporary Islamic 'fundamentalists' (or 'Islamists'),jihad is 
neither simply a blind and bloody-minded scrabble for temporal power nor 
solely a door through which to pass into the hereafter. 7 Rather, it is a form of 
political action in which, to use Hannah Arendt's language, the pursuit of 
immortality is inextricably linked to a profoundly this-worldly endeavor- 
the founding or recreation of a just community on earth. 

Arendt is perhaps an unusual figure to invoke in connection with actions 
tied always to the possibility not only of death but violence, at least in part 
because of her well-known insistence that it is in the nature of violence to 
destroy the very conditions of equality and deliberation central to politics.'8 
Indeed, Seery argues that while Arendt's work is "thoroughly preoccupied 
with the importance of death for the practice of philosophy," it also betrays a 
"repulsion toward death" that issues in a conception of political action dia- 
metrically opposed to death; for Arendt, it is something always to "be 
avoided, combated, transcended."'9 Yet Arendt is perhaps the contemporary 
figure in political theory for whom the complex interplay of politics, action, 
mortality, and transcendence (religious and otherwise) is not only important 
but constitutive of her very understanding of Western history, political 
authority, and modernity. Arendt's thought seems, in fact, to have captured 
the imagination of an entire generation of political theorists in the late twenti- 
eth century, and on this occasion, such purchase might itself be read symp- 
tomatically: Arendt's appeal to an audience immersed in particularly anemic 
forms of what is often termed late-modem politics may rest, in part, in the 
silences she so powerfully breaks by thematizing the connections and ten- 
sions among political action, identity, immortality, death, and violence. 

Importantly, contra Seery, Arendt does not simply oppose death to poli- 
tics, for while she does indeed argue that the initiative central to action is clos- 
est to the condition of natality, she also identifies the pursuit of earthly 
immortality, and the awareness of mortality on which it is parasitic, as the 
"spring and center of the vita activa."20 Politics is thus opposed, not to mortal- 
ity and death, but rather to the philosopher's contemplation of the eternal. 
Such contemplation, as exemplified in Plato's parable of the cave, is a solitary 
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experience that transpires beyond the public realm and "has no correspon- 
dence with and cannot be transformed into any activity whatsoever, since 
even the activity of thought, which goes on within one's self by means of 
words, is obviously not only inadequate to render it but would interrupt and 
ruin the experience itself."2' For Arendt, then, the very significance of politi- 
cal action (properly understood) for those who engage in it is contingent on 
constant awareness of the conditions of natality and mortality that character- 
ize the human condition, and human endeavor lives on in the continued exis- 
tence of the polis. Exemplified in the politics of the Greek agora, such condi- 
tions rendered the dignity of politics and the meaning of earthly life mutually 
constitutive. 

It is precisely Arendt's evocation of a world in which political action was 
not merely instrumental but existentially significant in these ways that illumi- 
nates, and is illuminated by, the link between immortality and politics central 
to Islamist conceptualizations of jihad. More specifically, in the following 
discussion I will argue that in the work of two particularly prominent Islamic 
fundamentalist thinkers, the field of jihad is action in pursuit of a legitimate 
umma (Muslim community), and it is the existence of the umma beyond a sin- 
gle lifetime that at once immortalizes human deeds and realizes God's plan 
on earth.22 As an expression of divine will, actualization of the umma in par- 
ticular historical moments is inevitable, yet these Islamists also argue that 
victory is always contingent on human action. So understood, in this view 
jihad endows human struggle to remake a common world with existential 
weight: it is a form of political action that finds in the pursuit of the establish- 
ment of Islamic sovereignty on earth an answer both to Silenus's question 
about what makes life worth living and the query Weber thought was so inad- 
equately answered in the modern age: "What shall we do and how shall we 
live?" 

These arguments about jihad do not, it must be noted, represent "Islam" 
but rather express one particularly recent and influential reading of its mean- 
ing and purposes. In foregrounding the explicitly political dimension ofjihad 
and applying it to the relations among Muslims, these Islamist thinkers at 
once revitalize and radically reinterpret a series of arguments about the 
proper scope and object of jihad in Islamic history. But read contrapuntally 
against Arendt's narrative, Islamists' eschatology may very well 'reverse' the 
displacement of immortality from the world to the soul she locates in the 
dying moment of the ancient West. Indeed, this apparently unfamiliar escha- 
tology may bring what is familiar into sharper view, for it recalls those 
moments within the so-called West in which anxieties about mortality are 
mediated, not by withdrawal from the world but through revolutionary 
attempts to transform it. Like the contemporary mujahidin, for example, Ref- 
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ormation Puritans sought confirmation of salvation by warring against "the 
devil and his worldlings" in search of a "holy commonwealth" on earth, and a 
range of contemporary Christian religio-political practices suggest that such 
endeavors, and the rhetoric informing them, is far from foreign.23 These jux- 
tapositions are not meant to elide important differences among times, cul- 
tures, and religions or serve as an apologia for violence, nor do they suggest 
that jihad somehow seeks to recreate something like the ancient agora and 
reenact the specific practices Arendt thought it made possible. Indeed, this is 
not an intervention into debates about the accuracy, internal consistency, and 
ultimate import of Arendt's oeuvre. Rather, my argument is that the connec- 
tion between political action and earthly immortality Arendt developed so 
powerfully captures crucial aspects of contemporary jihad rendered unrec- 
ognizable by the mystifications surrounding it. 

In turn, Islamist understandings ofjihad, and the parallels in Western his- 
tory they recall, challenge the insistence that such pursuits belong to a spe- 
cific world long gone or that they transpire in a wilderness of cultural Other- 
ness far from 'our' own. Indeed, in a postcolonial and now globalized world 
increasingly characterized by "long distance nationalism" and "portable 
identities,"24 borders between West and non-West, within and without, are 
increasingly permeable and fluid and, as such, must be taken as appropriate 
subjects of analysis rather than as premises of it. Such erosion of boundaries 
and the deterritorialization of politics it augurs is perhaps nowhere more 
starkly evident than in the genealogical wanderings of jihad across culture 
and history, now carried in part by the Internet and mobile mujahidin whose 
identities are hybrid and multiple and who move from Saudi Arabia to Paki- 
stan to Afghanistan to Africa to the United States and back with breathtaking 
speed.25 Understanding jihad in these terms is not intended as a justification 
of its diverse forms, nor does it presume that those who develop or invoke it 
are without 'ulterior motives,' those manipulative purposes and psychologi- 
cal motivations that even the most rarified scriptural arguments can express 
or serve. Rather, it is intended to help renew a lapsed discussion about the 
import of death for the premises of politics while problematizing one of those 
contemporary evasions that fortifies a particular idea of moder Western pol- 
itics against its own history and current practices. Such contextualization 
locates jihad firmly in the context of contemporary politics and further situ- 
ates it alongside projects of founding and renewal-even or especially those 
that conceal their own "legacy of violence" in the rhetoric of democratic 
inclusion.26 This, in turn, may lend greater insight not only ontojihad but also 
onto the larger phenomenon of killing or dying for politics on which no one 
particular cultural constellation or historical epoch has a monopoly. Wher- 
ever it occurs, the toll of such violence on the life of the body politic can be 
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immeasurable, for in addition to the victims who suffer directly, the "practice 
of violence, like all action, changes the world, but the most probable change 
is to a more violent world."27 At the same time, the recurrent impulse to miti- 
gate the finitude of human life by the at times violent remaking of a common 
political and social world suggests that, in the present as in the recent and 
ancient past, beginnings and endings, like natality and mortality, politics and 
death, may be, for many, less opposites than premises of one another. 

II 

Given contemporary Western tendencies to simultaneously reify jihad 
and render it synonymous with violence, it is crucial to contextualize and 
historicize the term and the complex mechanisms of redaction, interpreta- 
tion, and reinterpretation that attended its very 'origins.' Derived from the 
verb jahada which means "to exert," "to struggle," or "to strive," jihad liter- 
ally means "exerting one's utmost power, efforts, endeavors, or ability in con- 
tending with an object of disapprobation" or striving toward a worthy goal.28 
When qualified by the phrase "in the path of God" (fi Sabil Allah), jihad 
refers to struggling or striving in the path of God, yet the form and means of 
such struggle are quite varied in the Islamic sources. The Qur'an often refers 
tojihad and fighting (qital) against non-Muslims, yet scholars have pointed 
out that, in contrast to qital,jihad refers more generally to methods, presum- 
ably quite varied, of "bringing religion into practice."29 Moreover, even in 
contexts wherejihad seems to entail some use of force, divergent verses ren- 
der it unclear whether jihad is justified only in defense or in circumstances 
that include expansionist conquests against unbelievers.30 These ambiguities 
in the Qur' anic references are captured in a tradition attributed to the Prophet 
Muhammad where a distinction is drawn between armed fighting against 
unbelievers on one hand, and the struggle against one's own desires and self- 
ishness and the temptations of Satan on the other hand: on returning from bat- 
tle, Muhammad is reported to have said, "We have returned from the lesser 
jihad to the greater jihad." When asked which is the greater endeavor, 
Muhammad reportedly replied, "It is the struggle against one's self."31 It is 
thus the internal struggle that is termed "the greaterjihad" (al-jihad al-akbar) 
and is incumbent on all individuals, whereas the "jihad of the sword," or holy 
war, is the lesser (al-jihad al-asghar) and is a collective obligation (fard 
al-kifayah).32 Classical jurists would come to classify these as thejihad of the 
heart and of the sword, and further identified additional ways in which Mus- 
lims might struggle for the betterment of the Islamic community, such as the 
"jihad of the tongue" and "jihad of the pen." 
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Many of the references tojihad in the Qur' an and al-Hadith33 thus betray a 
marked ambivalence to violent struggle even in the path of God; jihad here 
appears less a fixed doctrine about warfare than a recurrent and flexible motif 
with multiple interpretive possibilities. By contrast, the doctrine ofjihad, as it 
is now known, was codified in legal scholarship undertaken in the second half 
of the eighth century, the period that coincided with perhaps the greatest 
Muslim conquests. While jihad had been considered but one of many duties 
in the Qur'an, as Ann Lambton noted, the Arab conquests "gave a psycholog- 
ical twist to Islamic thought, as a result of which the duty ofjihad was exalted 
in the Traditions."34 It is against this backdrop that Islamic exegetes under- 
took the task of categorizing and systematically ranking the Qur'anic refer- 
ences to jihad: later (the period in Medina where the community led by 
Muhammad was ascendent) Qur' anic references tojihad by Muhammad that 
render even the expansionist fight against unbelievers obligatory under any 
circumstances are said to take precedence over earlier (Meccan period) refer- 
ences tojihad against non-Muslims by means of preaching and persuasion.35 
The result was a doctrine in whichjihad came to be equated with the "jihad of 
the sword" or the "lesserjihad," and was primarily meant to apply to the rela- 
tions among Muslims and non-Muslims-or what is also referred to as Dar 
al-Islam (Abode of Islam) and Dar al-Harb (Abode of War).36 

In its most general formulation, this doctrine came to be understood as 
"any act of warring authorized by legitimate Muslim authorities on behalf of 
the religious community and determined to contribute to the greater good of 
Islam or the community of Muslims, either in part or as a whole."37 This 
despite the fact that many instances of battle in early Islamic history were ini- 
tiated for less than high-minded purposes. W. Montgomery Watt pointed out, 
for example, that several of Muhammad's early military expeditions were 
instances of razzia, that is, nomadic incursions in pursuit of booty, and that 
many of the early wars of expansion were concerned with material gain rather 
than with the spread of Islam.38 Yet the doctrine of jihad sought not only to 
describe what had been but to reflect the relations between Muslim and 
non-Muslim states obtained at the time and to codify the rules that ought to 
govern them: the jurists' formulation justified the expansion of the political 
domain of Islam through territorial conquest by reference to the conversion 
of unbelievers and, concomitantly, to the establishment of the order on earth 
that the Qur'an commands.39 In so doing, the ambiguities of the Qur'anic ref- 
erences and hadiths were resolved into a coherent doctrine that legitimized 
force in defense and expansion of Islam and linked the pursuit ofjihad to the 
realization of justice within a concrete social order, obedience to divine guid- 
ance, and "the desire to secure the well-being of all humanity."40 
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The eventual dissolution of an extended form of Islamic unity and the sub- 
sequent rise of many independent states raised a number of problems for a 
doctrine premised on the existence of a single political entity, an umma that 
provided clear borders between the Dar al-Islam and the Dar al-Harb.41 The 
many implications of this development and the debates occasioned by the ini- 
tial adumbration of the classical doctrine ofjihad-for example, differences 
among the schools of Islamicfiqh (jurisprudence) in Sunnism and Shi'ism, 
not to mention real disagreements among the very exegetes who first pro- 
duced it-are beyond my focus.42 Yet it is clear that following the disintegra- 
tion of the initial umma and the remarkable expansion of Islam in the Middle 
Periods (1000-1500 A.D.), jihad as it was classically conceived was less and 
less frequently invoked, in large part because it was not taken to apply to the 
relations among Muslim states. Of course, historical practice was never fully 
contained within the terms of classical doctrine. There were, for example, 
many instances in which the language ofjihad proved useful to various Mus- 
lim rulers or upstart leaders eager to stamp this or that regime or insurgency 
with the imprimatur of a religious mission sanctioned by God. There were 
also crucial moments, such as Saladin's fight against the Crusades or the 
expansion of the Ottoman Empire, in which the doctrine of jihad mapped 
well onto the relations of power among the Muslim community and those 
outside it.43 Yet the increasingly central matter of dissension among Muslims 
tended to fall under juristic guidelines associated with the problems of, for 
example,fitna (discord, sedition, or internal strife) or the treatment of rebels 
(bughat);44 despite the relative elasticity of the practice of jihad, Majid 
Khadduri notes that from the tenth century, the idea of activejihad as formu- 
lated by the classical jurists "assumed a dormant status."45 

In the work of two foremost theorists of contemporary Sunni fundamen- 
talism, the Pakistani jurist Abu al-Ala Mawdudi (d. 1979) and Egyptian 
Sayyid Qutb (d. 1966), several of these countervailing tendencies regarding 
jihad are given perhaps their most systematic and influential expression.46 In 
contrast to classical doctrine and subsequent exhortations by several promi- 
nent Sunni jurists to endure unjust Muslim rule, Mawdudi and Qutb argue 
that jihad is an urgent imperative that applies not only to the relations 
between Muslims and the newest Dar al-Harb, the unbelieving West, but 
also between Muslims and so-called Muslims who aid and abet Western 
supremacy by betraying the precepts of Islamic sovereignty and opening the 
door to foreign corruption.47 By reinscribing the cosmic battle between the 
Abode of Islam and the Abode of War inside the Muslim community, Qutb 
and Mawdudi represent part of what Emmanuel Sivan characterized as a 
sea-change injihad mythology, a massive inward turning in the postcolonial 
era.48 In this sense, then, they marked a significant departure from antecedent 
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doctrine and prevalent practice regarding the scope and purpose of jihad.49 
Yet their radical rereading also draws together formerly marginal or seem- 
ingly disparate precedents in Islamic history: for example, just twenty-five 
years after the Prophet's death, a group of Muslims that came to be known as 
the Kharijites (plural of khariji, which means outsider) justified their revolt 
against the caliph by arguing that a leader who had transgressed Muslim pre- 
cepts could be considered a non-Muslim, and argued thatjihad is no less than 
one of the "pillars of the faith."50 Such arguments were also developed by a 
jurist named Ibn Taymiyya, who argued for a "right to revolt" against rulers 
who transgressed or repudiated Islamic law in the fourteenth century.51 More- 
over, from the Almoravids' eleventh-century jihad against infidel tribes and 
the Spanish Reconquista to Nurbaksh's (1393-1465) jihad in Kurdistan 
against local Timurid rulers, from the jihads in West Africa beginning in the 
sixteenth century to the numerous anticolonial struggles in the early twenti- 
eth century, jihad has often served as a call to radical action against illegiti- 
mate authority, whatever the origin.52 

The result is a reworked understanding of jihad that discloses a constant 
negotiation between lexicons past and present, between the idiom and prac- 
tices of the salaf (predecessors or forebears) and new dialects just taking 
shape. Despite the emphasis on eradicating corrosive foreign influence, 
moreover, such new dialects are inescapably informed by 'modernity', a 
fraught classification that denotes the temporal and intellectual culmination 
of a dominant self-narrative of Western maturation, and which has been uni- 
versalized by way of colonialism, imperialism, and now globalization as 
'modernity' as such.53 Such complex negotiations across culture and history 
are especially evident in the tripartite analysis of contemporary political 
communities that is central to Mawdudi's and Qutb's writings. As I have dis- 
cussed elsewhere, this consists of a diagnosis of the ills of modernity 
(jahiliyya), a cure (rebellion, followed by the establishment of sovereignty 
based on Islamic Law), and a method of implementing the cure: organizing a 
counter-community (jama 'a) and spreading it through jihad.54 

Jahiliyya, a term taken directly from the Qur'an, specifically refers to the 
era of pre-Islamic ignorance in Arabia. As revived by Mawdudi and subse- 
quently used by Qutb,jahiliyya becomes a "condition" rather than a particu- 
lar historical period, a state of ignorance into which a society descends when- 
ever it "deviates" from the straight path dictated by Islamic sources.55 
Whereas ancient jahiliyya was a function of simple ignorance, modern 
jahiliyya is a conscious arrogation of God's authority and is expressed in the 
simultaneous repudiation of divine rule (hakimiyya)56 and instantiation of 
human sovereignty. This is because human sovereignty entails the claim that 
human beings have the right to establish moral and legal rules for collective 
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behavior, whereas all such legislation has already been provided by Allah in 
the form of the shari'a (Islamic Law).57 While human arrogance is as old as 
recorded time, what distinguishes the modem crisis is the particularly wide- 
spread faith in scientific rationalism, and the concomitant conviction that 
such transgression is legitimate because human reason is the means by which 
we come to know and master the world, and that facts about the world are 
legitimate because they are rationally ascertainable.58 Crucial to this analysis 
is the argument thatjahiliyya is a condition that characterizes all contempo- 
rary societies, even, or perhaps especially, those that are ostensibly Islamic. 
Forjahiliyya is evinced not only in the aggression of the unbelieving Western 
world, but also those so-called Muslim leaders who embrace various forms of 
human sovereignty-socialism, liberalism, and nationalism-in which leg- 
islation is human rather than divine.59 

Given the classical doctrine, some suggest that the invocation of jihad 
against other Muslims in this analysis calls for "considerable doctrinal acro- 
batics."60 Yet there are precedents in the juristic literature and Islamic history 
for such an interpretation. The fight against the apostate (murtadd), one who 
had been Muslim but betrayed the faith, is classified as jihad, although the 
charge of apostasy is usually taken to apply to individuals. However, scholars 
have identified at least two significant instances in which charges of apostasy 
were made against a government rather than an individual: the challenges to 
the rule of the Mamluks in Egypt and to the Mongol invaders in the thirteenth 
century who had converted to Islam yet retained many of their own legal prac- 
tices. Not coincidentally, both instances occurred during "periods when the 
Islamic heartlands of the Middle East were dominated and profoundly influ- 
enced by foreign, that is to say, non-Islamic conquerors, and when a govern- 
ing class emerged which professed Islam, but which followed many of the 
ways and customs of the former infidel masters."61 Mawdudi, Qutb, and con- 
temporary Islamists who draw on their work frequently invoke such histori- 
cal examples when exhorting Muslims to struggle against a world dominated 
by Western powers and their proxies among Muslim elites entirely unwilling 
to, in Mawdudi's words, "accept the restraints and to perform the duties 
imposed on them by Islam."62 Mawdudi approvingly discussess ibn 
Taymiyya, who had argued that ostensibly Muslim rulers who neglect or 
transgress Islamic law or portions thereof can be deemed infidels and legiti- 
mately killed.63 It is precisely these arguments that are central to Al-Jihad: 
al-Farida al-Gha 'iba (the Neglected Duty or the Absent Precept), the famous 
pamphlet attributed to Abd al-Salam Faraj of the Egyptian Jihad Group, the 
organization that assassinated Anwar Sadat.64 As Faraj writes, 
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The basis of the existence of colonialism in Islamic countries is these [so-called Muslim] 
rulers. To undertake the annihilation of colonialism right away, then, is neither an advan- 
tageous or useful course of action; rather, it is a waste of time. Instead, we must first con- 
centrate upon our own affairs, and make Islamic law and the Word of God authoritative in 
our own land. After that, there is no doubt that the first battleground ofjihad will be the 
eradication of those same infidel leaders and the establishment of a comprehensive 
Islamic order in their place.65 

This formulation of jihad also entails an explicit repudiation of the argu- 
ment that jihad is primarily defensive. Described as an "exegetical 
volte-face"66 from the classical doctrine, the argument that jihad is neither 
expansive nor offensive has been embraced by many contemporary Muslim 
thinkers.67 Mawdudi and Qutb, however, had in mind several Islamic "mod- 
ernist"68 reformers-derisively referred to as apologists by some Islamists- 
of the nineteenth century, including the Indian thinker Sayyid Ahmad Khan 
(d. 1898), the Egyptian jurist Muhammad 'Abduh (d. 1905), and his student 
Rashid Rida (d. 1935), who sought to show that peace, rather than enmity, 
was the normative state of affairs between Muslims and non-Muslims in 
Islam. In an argument reminiscent of Marx, Mawdudi insists that such claims 
are akin to false consciousness, a legacy of colonial domination: whereas 
imperialists ravage the world to satisfy their greed, it isjihad alone that "con- 
jures up the vision of a marching band of religious fanatics with savage 
beards and fiery eyes brandishing drawn swords and attacking the infidels 
wherever they meet them." Having internalized this image, Muslims rush to 
apologize and renounce armed struggle in all forms, reducingjihad to words 
rather than deeds; it is thus the colonialists that retain the exclusive right to 
"fight with arms and ammunition while we are contented with our pen and 
our tongue."69 As opposed to such modernist arguments, Mawdudi and Qutb 
regard the extent and expansionist ambitions of the newjahiliyya as ajustifi- 
cation for a "permanent revolution"70 in terms of which fine distinctions 
between defensive and offensive jihad have little meaning. The Qur'anic 
(4:77) injunction to "hold back your hands (from attacking), observe your 
devotional obligations and pay the zakat" must, according to Qutb, be prop- 
erly contextualized: given the specific conditions that obtained at that 
moment in the Prophet's life, Qutb contends, this command was "a question 
of strategy, not a matter of principle." Jihad, he continues, is thus a "perma- 
nent condition, not an occasional concern."71 Reading Islamic sources 
through the prism of his own era, Mawdudi goes as far as designating 
Muhammad as the greatest revolutionary of all time, characterizing the call 
of the Prophets as no less than a "charter of a complete social revolution."72 
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In contrast to those who have read the world as too corrupt to realize the 
principles of the original Islamic umma in a contemporary context, then, 
Mawdudi and Qutb insisted that it is precisely the extent of the newjahiliyya 
that lends the struggle its urgency. Indeed, as Qutb argues in Al-'Adala 
al-Ijtima'iyya fil-Islam (Social Justice in Islam), an earlier and somewhat 
"liberal" treatise, despite the fact that Europe is less religious than ever, the 
"Crusader Spirit" lives on in the seemingly inexorable advance of Western 
colonization and the cultural hostility it embodies and expresses.73 While 
Islam is inherently peaceful, peace is impossible in the context of such ani- 
mus.74 Thus, the umma must be a transcendent, ahistorical ideal waiting to be 
actualized at any moment in history: it is in Qutb's words "a demand of the 
present and a hope for the future."75 Much like Marx's argument about com- 
munism, the claim here is that while the establishment of divine sovereignty 
on earth is necessary-in the sense of being inevitable and desirable-it is 
also contingent on human action. Despite the given status of human beings as 
viceregent (khalifa, in this context meaning God's deputy on earth), if the vir- 
tuous society is only realized, in Yvonne Haddad's words, "through human 
participation in the flow of history," such viceregency is not a given, nor is it 
fulfilled by speech in the absence of righteous deeds.76 Mawdudi asked, 

... why is it that in religion such importance is given to jihad that the Qur'an pronounces 
the judgment of hypocrisy upon those who shirk and evade it? Jihad is but another name 
for the attempt to erect a system of truth, and the Qur' an declares jihad to be a touchstone 
on the same footing with a man's faith. In other words, he who had faith in his heart will 
neither be content with the domination of the system of evil, nor will he grudge the 
expenditure of life and wealth in the struggle for erecting the system of truth. If one 
shows weakness in this matter, his faith itself is doubtful. What can anything else beside 
then profit him? ... The man who professes faith in this religion cannot fulfill his duty 
only by trying as far as possible to pattern his life on Islam. The nature of his faith itself 
requires that he should concentrate all his effort upon wresting leadership from unbeliev- 
ing and corrupt men to entrust it to the righteous, and upon erecting the system of truth 
that has been ordained for the conduct of the world according to the will of God. Because 
this end is unattainable without the highest degree of collective effort, there must exist a 
righteous community committed to the principle of truth and devoted to the sole purpose 
in the world of erecting, maintaining, and properly realizing the system of truth.7 

Here, Ellis Goldberg points out, jihad "is no longer thought of as a 
particular act or event, but is the positive pole in a continuum in which believ- 
ers orient themselves to action"; this emphasis on activism transforms the 
understanding of what it means to be Muslim, for it represents the denial that 
being Muslim requires only formal membership in the visible community of 
believers.7 Jihad is the form of this activism par excellence, for it is the 
means by which to establish a just social order and, inasmuch as it realizes 
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human promise by acting in accordance with God's will, an end in and of 
itself. Thus, Mawdudi writes, 

In order to eradicate evil and to prevent wrong Islam has prescribed that by systematic 
endeavor (jihad)-and, if the necessity should befall, by war and bloodshed-all such 
governments should be wiped out. In their place a just and equitable system of govern- 
ment should be erected which is founded upon the fear of God and based upon the canons 
He has ordained. Leaving aside personal, class, or national interests, this type of govern- 
ment serves all humanity. Its purpose is to make righteousness flourish and evil be oblit- 
erated. Its servants are those people alone who adopt as the one purpose of their lives "to 
command the good and forbid the evil," and who take government into their hands, not to 
serve their own purposes, but for the betterment of mankind and the service of God.79 

As the Qur'an states that "oppression is worse than killing" (2:217), jihad 
against both unbelievers and "so-called Muslims" is justified because virtu- 
ous Muslims are obligated to realize human freedom for all-and freedom is 
here defined as freedom fromjahiliyya. And while the Qur'an also states that 
"there is no compulsion in religion" (2:256), only in a state in which Islamic 
law reigns supreme are human beings free from enslavement to one another's 
rule, and all are equal by virtue of their common submission to God.80 
Mawdudi argued, unpersuasively, that once Shari'a becomes the law of the 
land, non-Muslims will enjoy "perfect freedom of religious belief' and the 
scope to "live according to their faith and creed" provided such practices do 
not interfere in matters of state law or contradict Islam.81 This is because it is 
only after the constraints ofjahiliyya are eradicated and replaced by the rule 
of shari'a that authentic choice is possible: as Qutb reasons, "[One should 
always keep in mind] the principle that there is no compulsion in religion; so 
after the removal of the rule of men and the sole authority of Allah is estab- 
lished-because, of course, the totality of religion belongs to God-then 
there is no compulsion to adopt the faith" (italics added).82 Preaching and per- 
suasion are necessary but not sufficient modes of action: tyrants are not rea- 
soned out of power, Qutb notes, so the path to freedom must be hewn by way 
of the sword ("jihad bil saif').83 

What this means is that the penultimate focus of jihad is this-worldly: 
human beings must change themselves so that they may change the world. 
Indeed, here jihad can be understood as a revolutionary process with stages 
that proceed from the spiritual to the temporal realm of politics.84 Virtuous 
Muslims must first struggle to overcome the alienation intrinsic tojahiliyya 
to fight the greater battle (al-jihad al-akbar) within against Satan and their 
own desires and ambitions. But the individual's struggle both presages and 
inaugurates the worldly endeavor to realize Islam as a social system. Such 
action, in turn, has several stages. Before engaging in jihad there must be a 
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group of Muslims (jama'a) who coalesce around the commitment to jihad 
and thus initiate change, and there must be a stage where this group removes 
itself (hijra, separation, exodus, in the model of the emigration of the Prophet 
Mohammad from Mecca to Medina in 622 A.D.) for a period of time from the 
corrupting influences ofjahili society. Yet the righteous mujahid must return 
to the political realm to initiate the struggle to establish divine sovereignty on 
earth. All struggle in this cause-ranging from preaching, persuasion, and 
financial contributions to martyrdom and the killing of apostates and unbe- 
lievers-is here endowed with existential weight, for every action is simulta- 
neously a means to realize the umma on earth and a realization of the promise 
of human viceregency by bringing all action into accord with God's plans and 
purposes. Indeed, as divine rewards in this life and the next are promised but 
far from guaranteed, the worldly significance of human deeds is considerably 
magnified. As Qutb argues: 

[Allah's wisdom] guarantees that believers will see the signposts along the road clearly 
and starkly, for [God's wisdom] establishes the course for those who wish to traverse this 
road to its end, whatever that end may be. Thus, the fate of their mission and of their very 
lives will be whatever Allah wills... if God intends to actualize His mission and His reli- 
gion, only He will do so, but not as recompense for human suffering and sacrifices.85 

Importantly, such complex (in)determinacy endows those who diefi sabil 
Allah (in the cause of Allah) with a special stature among the living who 
remain behind. Many traditions and Qur'anic verses specify that the martyr 
(shahid) may hope for numerous rewards in the world beyond, yet the "sig- 
nificance of the martyr's death transcends the individual; in the eyes of ordi- 
nary Muslims, he endows his entire community with purity and grace, and his 
immediate family are the object of admiration and support."86 Here it is worth 
considering that the Arabic root of martyrdom (shahada), like the ancient 
Greek antecedent for the English 'martyr', martus or marturia (noun) or 
marturomai (verb), also means to be present, to witness, and to testify, conno- 
tations that suggest the martyr lives on not only in the afterlife but in the recol- 
lection and remembrances of the community of the living. Pericles famously 
eulogized those Athenians fallen in battle as deserving of "unfading praise 
and the most glorious of burial places-I do not mean the place where they 
rest, but the renown they have left behind, which will be remembered for- 
ever."87 From the Shi'ite passion play that regularly redramatizes and laments 
the martyrdom of Husayn, the third Imam, at Karbala in 680 A.D. to a recent 
"martyr's wedding" held for two Palestinian boys in the Gaza Strip, those 
who have diedfi Sabil Allah are repeatedly memorialized by ritualized per- 
formances and occasions that recall and even reenact the loss of the righ- 
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teous, retellings from which an ongoing community draws sustenance, iden- 
tity, and resolve.88 So understood, it is the pursuit, realization, and continued 
existence of the just umma in the world, and the remembrances and stories 
that in part constitute it, that endows such mortal deeds with a measure of 
immortality. 

III 

Just this brief analysis is perhaps sufficient to show thatjihad is a phenom- 
enon with a complex and contested history. The shifting understandings of 
the scope and meaning ofjihad evident in the Qur'an, the Hadith, and in the 
various juristic responses to the early Arab conquests, the invasion of the 
Muslim heartlands by foreign converts, and the experiences of colonialism 
and imperialism all suggest that jihad is less a fixed set of rules for violent, 
fanatical conquest than a category that refracts changing understandings 
about scope and meaning of worldly action given radical political and social 
change. The contemporary Islamist understandings ofjihad I have analyzed 
here simultaneously build on and exploit such ambiguities: the insistence that 
jihad pertains first and foremost to a common social world, and that it must 
apply not only to infidel governments but ostensibly Muslim ones, fore- 
grounds those precedents in Islamic history conducive to a distinctivelypolit- 
ical revolutionary theory and practice.89 In this sense, it is both continuous 
and radically discontinuous with what has gone before. Moreover, in tying 
the imperative ofjihad to a systematic attempt to reconstitute temporal sover- 
eignty in the face of colonialist power and its proxies, Mawdudi's and Qutb's 
understanding ofjihad is profoundly engaged with both a 'Western discourse 
of modernity' and those processes and modes of domination that have ren- 
dered its premises inescapable even for those who wish to contest or eradicate 
them.90 The very insistence on what is traditional or authentic is, after all, 
born out of contest; despite claims to the contrary, then, this reworking of 
jihad does not represent the revival of pure unadulterated Islamic tradition, 
but rather a complex fabric of selectively reinterpreted Islamic sources and 
precedents that once respond to and inadvertently incorporate aspects of 
quite contemporary arguments about, for example, sovereignty, socialism, 
and rationalism.91 

From this vantage point, what needs to be explained are the ways in which 
jihad has been resignified as the atavistic politics of retribalization, 
particularism, and irrationality. Far from being archaic remnants of some 
tribal era, these Islamist understandings ofjihad entail an innovative reading 
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of an Islamic past through the prism of contemporary dilemmas and dis- 
courses. And either explicitly or implicitly, action in the name of jihad has 
always been, at least since the Medinan period, in the service of a universalist 
and universalizing political and social order. It is particularist only in the 
sense in which, in the context of a postcolonial and now globalized world, 
"the West is both a particular in itself and also constitutes the universal point 
of reference in relation to which others recognise themselves as particulari- 
ties."92 If the foregoing discussion is plausible, Barber's argument and those 
that are similar but far less sophisticated may disclose more of a desire to 
organize the world than understand it. Challenging Barber's presuppositions 
in this way does not entail the valorization ofjihad as a heroic expression of 
anticolonialist struggle; appalling destruction and suffering have been 
inflicted in its name. Yet given the violence and coercion so often undertaken 
in the name of democracy, it is difficult to regard attempts to make jihad the 
primary repository of bloody minded impulses as anything other than the dis- 
placement of anxieties about killing and dying for politics onto an Islamic 
Other. Such displacement, in turn, depends on flattened (mis)understandings 
of a variety of non-Western thought and practices on one hand and, on the 
other hand, hidden histories within the so-called West in which death (often 
violent) is implicated in the creation and continued existence of even the 
democratic public realm. 

By contrast, I have suggested that in the context of what is seen as perva- 
sive jahiliyya, jihad in pursuit of divine sovereignty on earth is neither an 
expression of blind rage nor simply a response to an other-worldly impera- 
tive. Nor, for that matter, can it be said to be driven by an "afterlife consump- 
tion motive." Rather, for those who endorse it, it is a form of political action 
that endows human struggle to remake a common world with existential 
weight. This is becausejihad simultaneously signifies an enactment of God's 
will and the political effort to bring into existence a public sphere in which 
true justice, equality, and freedom are possible. While the mujahidin may 
seek the ever-elusive rewards of the afterlife, jihad against modern jahiliyya 
entails the political struggle to realize the umma in a particular historical 
moment; in turn, it is the continued existence of the earthly umma that 
immortalizes their efforts. 

I have suggested that this recalls Arendt's elegiac evocation of a time and 
place where "men entered the public realm because they wanted something 
of their own or something they had in common with others to be more perma- 
nent than their earthly lives."93 Crucial to Arendt's argument, however, is that 
this pursuit of worldly immortality transpired in a specific public space 
forged in a particular historical epoch that cannot be resurrected, even if it 
were desirable.94 The world she evokes disappeared with what she calls the 
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triumph of the eternal over the immortal, and the victory is traced to two 
sources: the fall of the Roman Empire, which demonstrated the finitude of all 
works of human hands, and the rise of Christianity, in which the ancient 
emphasis on earthly and collective immortality was displaced by the preoc- 
cupation with the eternal life of the human individual. Such developments 
"could not but be disastrous for the esteem and dignity of politics:" 

Political activity, which up to then had derived its greatest inspiration from the aspiration 
toward worldly immortality, now sank to the low level of an activity subject to necessity, 
destined to remedy the consequences of human sinfulness on one hand and to cater to the 
legitimate wants and interests of earthly life on the other. Aspiration toward immortality 
could now only be equated with vainglory; such fame as the world could bestow upon 
man was an illusion, since the world was even more perishable than man, and a striving 
for worldly immortality was meaningless, since life itself was immortal.95 

While the pagans had regarded some lives as not worth living, once 
immortality is a potential associated with individual life rather than the 
world, human existence becomes the highest good. This is so not because of 
any lasting significance to worldly events and human actions, but because 
simple existence is the penultimate step to eternal life. Despite the fact that 
the "outstanding political characteristic of our modern secular world seems 
to be that more and more people are losing the belief in reward and punish- 
ment after death," for Arendt, we in the contemporary world still labor in the 
shadow of that fateful inversion: politics largely remains the handmaiden of 
necessity, mired in the instrumental pursuit of interests, the play of power, 
and the mere maintenance of life.96 In an age characterized by the rise of the 
social, the permanent loss of the public realm, and the common world on 
which it depends, Arendt argues, political action in pursuit of earthly immor- 
tality is consigned to oblivion.97 Moreover, the condition is irreversible: she 
states in "The Crisis in Education" that "wherever the crisis has occurred in 
the modern world, one cannot simply go on nor yet simply turn back. Such a 
reversal will never bring us anywhere except to the same situation out of 
which the crisis has just arisen."98 

There are, of course, many other cultural and religious worlds in which the 
'modern condition' in Arendt's sense might very well be another experience 
altogether, not least because the triumph of the eternal over the immortal she 
ties so closely to the demise of the Roman Empire and the rise of Christianity 
cannot be presumed to be the defining moment of politics in all contexts.99 
Yet it is not necessary to look at worlds less familiar to complicate the conclu- 
sion that politics and immortality were conjoined in one particular way only 
in a specific moment long gone. Paradoxically perhaps, this becomes most 
evident in those complex Western deployments of jihad aimed as much at 
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concealment as illumination, for they inadvertently bring into sharp relief 
that which has been displaced or forgotten. Thus, the "permanent revolution" 
of contemporary Islamists recalls, for example, what Michael Walzer charac- 
terizes as the "constant warfare" waged by Puritan saints of the European 
Reformation against both "their own natural inclinations and against the 
devil and his worldlings."'? This is despite the repeated insistence on a radi- 
cal divide between the intimacy of religion and politics in Islam on one hand, 
and the Christian distinction between temporal and divine authority on the 
other hand.101 Radical Protestantism, it must be noted, worked "not because it 
furthered the separation of church and state, but precisely because it did 
not."'02 As in the work of Islamist thinkers, Calvinist Protestantism was, in 
Sheldon Wolin's words, far more than a "theory of an ecclesiastical polity; it 
was nothing less than a comprehensive statement covering the major ele- 
ments of a political theory" that included a "vision of a rightly ordered soci- 
ety and its government."'03 

Framing this political theory is a Manichaean vision of a world in a perpet- 
ually pitched battle between the forces of the Godly and the devil. Although 
Calvin himself did not endorse rebellion, for many radical Protestants, like 
Qutb and Mawdudi, it is the extent of Satanic power in the world that provides 
both context and justification for an unending and often violent struggle in 
terms of which distinctions between defensive and offensive war became 
meaningless."04 Like many contemporary Islamist thinkers, moreover, cen- 
tral to this Protestantism is an attack on established religious hierarchy and 
the concomitant attempt to "democratize" interpretation of sacred texts. Yet 
mere engagement with the scriptures is a poor bulwark against Satanic 
forces: as in the Islamist insistence on righteous deeds, to be a "manful sol- 
dier of Christ" required constant zeal and preparedness to act.'05 The engine 
of such relentless vigilance was an alchemy of fear of "sudden and violent 
death" and anxiety about an always elusive certainty of Grace, the effects of 
which were relieved not by rest but by the imposition of a new moral order 
conducive to the discipline of sin.106 But whereas Weber saw in such intense 
worldly activity the precursor to moder capitalism, Walzer points to the pro- 
foundly political nature of the saints' revolution.107 Linking martial meta- 
phors to scripture and the language of politics, Christians are here trans- 
formed into political revolutionaries, instruments of God for whom action in 
pursuit of the Holy Commonwealth on earth becomes the ultimate expression 
of faith.'08 Like the righteous vanguard of the Islamic revolution, the radical 
Puritans sought in the purification and imposed discipline of the congrega- 
tion-that "little commonwealth"-an antidote to the pervasive corruption 
around them. Yet the final end was the remaking of all of England, if neces- 
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sary through violence, assassination, and the self-sacrifices, that radical 
action requires: 

The puritan response produced revolutionaries, that is, saints, godly magistrates, men 
already disciplined (before the revolution begins) for the strenuous work of transforming 
all society and all men in the image of their own salvation. Such men, narrow, fanatical, 
enthusiastic, committed to their "work," have little to contribute to the development of 
either liberalism or capitalism.... Their great achievement is what is known in the soci- 
ology of revolution as the terror, the effort to create a Holy Commonwealth and to force 
men to be Godly.... Their extraordinary self-confidence... makes them capable finally 
of killing the king... the saints are entrepreneurs indeed, but in politics rather than in eco- 
nomics. They ruthlessly (and anxiously) pursue not wealth or even individual power... but 
collective control of themselves, of each other, of all England.109 

Here, as in the work of the Islamist revolutionaries, politics is the terrain 
on which God's will is penultimately realized and through which the mortal- 
ity of His soldiers is at once mitigated and extended. Such parallels between 
sixteenth-century Puritans and twentieth-century Islamists exist against a 
background of significant differences. Yet taken together they show, at the 
very least, that the lessons of history do not render the pursuit of earthly 
immortality "futile and unnecessary" because there are and always have been 
forms of political action in which the answer to Silenus's question about what 
makes life worth living is not deferred to a realm in the hereafter but is possi- 
ble only through participation in this world. More specifically, my analysis of 
Islamist understandings of jihad, and the echoes with the Reformation it 
brings into sharp relief, suggest that Seery may have been right to argue that 
Arendt cannot have the last word on the relationship between death and poli- 
tics but for the wrong reasons: it is not that Arendt opposes death to politics 
but rather that she may have been both premature and parochial to see in the 
advent of supposedly universal modem conditions the extinction of the pur- 
suit of earthly immortality and the primacy of political action it entails. More 
important, this analysis suggests that contemporary conditions do not foreclose 
the possibility of escaping a world in which political action is concerned with 
mere necessity, pursuit of self-interest, and the play of power; on the contrary, 
it may be that it is precisely in the revolt against such purportedly inescapable 
'modem conditions' that alternative conceptualizations of politics and what 
it may mean to be moder emerge and are at times violently pursued.1 0 

This is not to say that jihad replicates Arendt's specific understanding of 
earthly immortality as the memorialization of lives and deeds among distinct 
and equal citizens inhabiting a public sphere that endures beyond a single 
lifetime. My purpose here is not to update or test Arendt's theory but rather to 
deploy the evocative connections she elaborates so powerfully to foreground 
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understandings of jihad obscured by the displacements and projections 
swirling around it. In fact, as in the Puritan revolution, the political meaning 
ofjihad I have outlined here is contingent on the existence of a transcendent 
divinity; it thus presupposes a metaphysics Arendt eschewed. In Islamist 
understandings of jihad, moreover, violence is a legitimate expression of 
political action because, contra Arendt's argument in "On Violence," it is not 
solely distinguished by its instrumental character.111 All struggle in the name 
ofjihad is guided and justified by a divinely authorized plan, yet inasmuch as 
each instance of action simultaneously signals submission to divine authority 
and commitment to its earthly and public manifestation, it is an end in itself. 
Whether it issues in the killing or others, the martyrdom of the mujahidin, or 
both simultaneously, violence in the name of jihad is but one category of 
action on a continuum of what is seen as an intrinsically legitimate and exi- 
stentially significant struggle. 

Moreover, given an understanding of political action as a form of speech 
that requires a community of distinct and equal citizens for meaning, it would 
seem that for Arendt, the phenomenon of killing or dying for politics must lit- 
erally transpire outside of the public realm because such violence is antitheti- 
cal to the preconditions for political action properly understood. Although 
many political theorists are skeptical of the specificity of Arendt's under- 
standing of politics, a remarkable range share her conclusion: whether con- 
stituted in part by shared understandings, deliberative practices, or rules of 
procedural justice, politics is said to end where violence begins because kill- 
ing for politics entails, in essence, killing politics itself. Yet, of course, the 
Athenian city-state so important to the idea of democracy was founded in vio- 
lence and had bloody borders; it was precisely violent struggle and actual 
death that made possible a political sphere in which free and equal male citi- 
zens could meet to discuss common ends. Indeed, the restriction of citizen- 
ship in this instance points to the violence of exclusion as well, here the exclu- 
sion of women, slaves, and resident aliens from the category of citizen itself, 
just as the mujahid poised for battle or martyrdom is ineluctably male.'2 
There are fundamental and crucial differences between violent death and 
such violating exclusions, of course, yet they represent points along a single 
continuum of violence broadly understood; both disclose the ways in which 
foundings, in Melissa Matthes's words, "often seem to violate the most basic 
principles of the political communities they seek to inaugurate.""'3 As Con- 
nolly suggests, from the subordination of women in Rousseau's Social Con- 
tract to the brutality against Native American populations, a "legacy of vio- 
lence" is part of the paradox of political foundings, an inheritance at once 
denied and omnipresent in the ongoing existence of even the democratic ter- 
ritorial state.114 This is no less true of those of radical revolutions of renewal 
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that move, often by way of the sword, from the margins to the center than 
those political foundings that claim to create something out of nothing. 
Augustine saw in this mutual implication of violence, death, and politics an 
other-worldly imperative; the suggestion here is that these Islamist under- 
standings ofjihad recall less Augustine's lament than Machiavelli's sugges- 
tion, not that all politics is violent but that the violence of a founding may be 
the precondition to politics at all. 
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